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Abstract

MSO Construction Limited decided to expand their
operations by entering the Cold In Place pavement recycling field.
This pavement method is used to rehabilitate existing roads. In
brief, the process involves grinding down the upper road surface
m.illing the old asphalt, blending the resulting aggregate with
asphalt and relaying the material as a road binder course. Over
this a surface course of virgin asphalt or chip seal is applied.
The equipment was commissioned in April 1991. Since then MSO
Construction Limited has recycled 93,000 tonnes of asphalt in
paving 68 km of road.
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Introduction

Cold In Place recycling is an efficient method to
rehabilitate deteriorating asphalt roadways. The Cold In Place
asphalt recycling process reuses the existing pavement structure to
create a stable road base with a total energy saving of 40% to 50%
compared to conventional road rejuvenating methods. Cold In Place
recycling also conserves our limited resources of aggregates and
petroleum products compared to conventional methods.

Most of Ontario's highways were reconstructed or rebuilt
through the late 1950' s to the 1970 's. Some of these roads have
been resurfaced one or more times. As the hot m.ix asphalt ages it
becomes brittle and numerous cracks appear and in some cases severe
wheel rutzing occurs causing a hazard to the m.otoring public.

Some of the pavemient rehabilitation practices in the past
have been:

- Full depth asphal- rem^oval , hauling off sice and
disposal m dumps.

- Removal by milling (partial depth only) to remove
surface cracks. Reflective cracking usually appears
within months. A very expensive process due to the
hauling costs to stockpile for reuse as an aggregate or

low percentage return as recycled hot mix to the road.
- Hot In Place asphalt recycling only recycles the top 25

mm to 50 m^m of the roadway. This only eliminates
surface cracks and uses enormous quantities of energy
and does not address the full depth cracks which will
reflect through.

- When using hot mix asphalt overlays, reflective cracks
and wheel rutting will reappear within a year or less.

The Cold In Place recycling process has been practised
using various m.ethods under a variety of nam.es for over half a

century. With the cooperation of equipm.ent manufacturers, the

petrochem.ical industry, contractors, and contracting agencies,

great advances have been m.ade in the process. Today, Cold In Place

recycling combines sophisticated engineering and testing
procedures, microprocessor blending, specially formulated additives

and highly productive machinery to achieve both a superior quality

product and economy of application.

The future of Cold In Place recycling will create new

challenges and tech^nological advances for the road construction

industry. Through our current testing and development. Cold In

p-!ace recycling has been r^roven to be an eff écrive and economical

process for rehabilitating aged, rutted, and/or badly cracked

asnhalt z;avements.
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To-date, the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario, the
Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Car 1 eton , and a number of other
Municipal and Regional Road Authorities in Ontario, along with the
Province of Quebec and several States in the United States, have
completed hundreds of kilometres of cold recycling and are planning
to increase the number of projects in the future. In fact, almost
all agencies that have constructed one cold recycled project either
have followed with more projects or have others ready to begin.
The results speak for themselves to those who have seen the
benefits of Cold In Place recycling firsthand.

MSO Construction is an Ontario based full service Road
Maintenance Contractor with over 70 years of experience .

specializing in:

. Surface Treatment

. Hot Mix Patching

. Pavement Grinding

. Winter Sanding/Salting/ and Ploughing

. Concrete Curb and Sidewalk Repairs

. Street Sweeping and Road Flushing

. Catch Basin Cleaning

MSO Construction Limited was purchased by new owners in

February of 1989. The new owners were investigating ways to

com;plim.ent their existing technologies and diversify into new areas
of Road Maintenance Technology. During the summer and early fall of

1990, a relatively new process, called Cold In Place recycling was

being introduced into the Northern United States. After initial
investigation it appeared the process would be an extension cf

their expertise.

The Cold In Place recycling activity would function as a

stand-alone cost centre in a separate division of the Company. A

new division within the Company was formed: "The Recycle Division"
(with the objective of Cold In Place asphalt recycling).

To help finance the Cold In Place operation an

application was m.ade to the Ministry of the Environment Industrial

waste Diversion Program. An initial proposal was compiled and

presented on March 25, 1991. The project was approved for funding

by The Ministry of the Environment on January 22. 1992 and was

awarded a grant having a maximum value of $383,945.
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The Project: IMPLEMENTATION

Marketing and Feasibility

Employées and principals of MSO have been extreinely active
in promoting the process customers and preparing the company and
its people for the asphalt recycling business.

MSO has expended an enormous amount of effort to determine if

a market for the Cold In Place product exists and secondly, how
they can best access that m.arket.

MSO Personnel have travelled to jurisdictions where Cold In

Place recycling is carried out and discussed the benefits of the
technology with road superintendents, civil engineers, equipm.ent

m.anuf acturers and ethers who have first-hand experience in the
process. Thev have raken the information they have gathered and
blended it into a cohesive presentation. The presentation consists
of a 10 m.mute video, an address, question and answer period. It

has been used throughout the Province of Ontario to market the
technology and product.

Representatives of the company have attended trade shows such
as the Good Roads Convention where they have met hundreds of

municipal councillors, road superintendents, engineers and other
m.unicipal officials. They continue to m.eet decision miakers on a

one-cn-one basis and have travelled across the province to do sc.

Due to the significant environmiental appeal that Cold In Place
recycling presents , MSO considered targeting members of local waste
management committees as well as local environmental groups to

exert pressure on the road building decision makers. They have

determ.med, however, that the most appropriate m.ethod of advancing
their product is to approach the ultimate decision makers in a

forthright manner. Of course. the environmental benefits are

highlighted, but third party support has not been solicited.
~'

firm: knows that this technology can succeed on its own. They a]

believe that no one needs to be rem.mded of their environms

obi iaations

.
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Equipment Selected

MSO examined the products of a variety of manufacturers of
Cold In Place recycling equipment, and chose the Roadtec RX-12C'
system. The following is a list and description of equipm^ent that
completes the paving train, (see figure 1)

- Vîater tank - supplies v;ater for cooling and dust
control on RX-120

- used in mixing process

- RX-12C - (see figure 2)

- Asphalt Emulsion Nurse Tank - surge storage for asphalt
emulsion used in the
process

- windrow elevator - elevates wmdrowed product from road
to hopper on paver

- Asphalt Paver - lays the cold recycled m.aterial on the
road surface, with the use of a

vibratory screed which gives some
initial com.paction of the product.
The use of fully autom.atic controls
with a levelling s.ki improves the ride
of the Cold In Place recycled asphalt.

- 35 ton Rubber Tired Roller - initial compaction of the
cold recycled product.
This is very im:portant as
it enables comipaction to
reach specification
density' 95% to 98%.

- Double Steel Vibratory Roller - final compaction and
finish Cold In Place
recycled product.

In its evaluation of Cold In Place asphalt recycling. MSO

exam.ined a variety of methods before determining that the equipment

miost suitable for Ontario was a fully integrated system that

combined the cold mailing. screening, crushing and pugm.iil

processes into a single unit. Other operations required as m.any as

three distinct pieces or m:achinery to accomplish the sam.e tasks.

Va'rious problems were noted with these systems, not the least cf

which was the overall cost.
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FIG. 2

THE RX-1 20 SYSTEM

A

COLD MILLING Precise grade controlled, slope controlled, down cutting which gathers the milled

material to two discharge points. This four tracked tractor is powered by a 1050 HP Cummins diesel

and uses single side drum drive to allow variable widths of cut and flush cutting on the left side

DUAL BUCKET ELEVATORS To elevate the milled material tor discharge on the screen deck.

I I HORIZONTAL VIBRATORY SCREEN: Screens the material and discharges oversize to the front of

the screen deck.

^m ON BOARD RAP SIZING CRUSHER Reduces the rejected oversize matenal and returns it to the

roadway to be cycled through the system again.

FRONT TO REAR MATERIAL CONVEYERAccepts the matenal that passes through the screens.

Conveys the specification sized material to the rear and into the pugmill.

COMPUTER CONTROLLED WEIGH BRIDGE: Mounted into the conveyer, weighs the material as it

passes to the rear for precise liquid addition.

^H LIQUID ADDITION PUMP SYSTEM: Designed for cold in-place recycle and designed to be operator

friendly. The addition pump system includes the pump, filter.and computer which takes the readings

from the weigh bridge.

^H DUAL SHAFT PUG MILL: Accepts material from the material conveyer, accepts liquid additive from

the pump via the spray bar and mixes the two vigorously to produce a full specification cold recycle

material.

I I DRUM WIDTH OPTION: 12'-6" (3.81 M) Standard with optional ir6 " (3.5m) drum and 6" (15cm),

12" (30cm) or 24" (61cm) extensions available either to decrease or increase the standard width.

The RX-1 20 is covered by US patent 4,946,307 Foreign patents pending
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The Roadtsc P.X-120 system was chosen because it is the first
single unit. Cold In Place recyciina machine that meets or exceeds
any cold mix specification in the world. Ontario's Ministry of
Transportation specifications are particularly rigid (and the
Province's standards for consistency of product mix are gradually
becoming the norm elsewhere) and MSO wants to ensure that it is
prepared to com^pete for a long tim.e.

The ?.A-i20 downcuts a full lane using a drum, designed to
discharge the cut material into two bucket elevators which convey
the m.ilied miaterial onto a vibratory horizontal screen deck. Any
over-sized m.aterial discharaes to the front of the unit to ce
milled again by the m.illing drum.

Milled and S! .zed material fal .ng throuQh the screen iecK IS

discharged onto a horizontal conveyor which carries the miaterial to

the blendina centre. Suilt into the horizontal conveyor is a weigh
bridge which measures the material before it reaches the blending
centre. The belt speed is calculated to yield precise volum.es ci

m.aterial and asphalt liquid. The blending control unit
automiatical 1 y adiusts the asphalt and metering system, to ensure
correct blending of new liquid to the m.aterial. A twin shaft
r^ugmàll m.ixes the m.aterial and liquid into the correct cold recycle
m.i X

.

The Hoadtec RX-120 had never been built before and the unit to

be purchased by MSO was the prototype. As such. MSO estim.ates that

its" final cost will be approximately $100,000.00 less than
subseauentlv produced m.achines

.
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Instal 1 ation/Commissi on of Equipment

MSC ConsLruction Limited hired a specialized crew for this
operation. , consistinc; of a Superintendent for Field Ccerations.
Foreman Operating Technician, Maintenance and Repair Technician,
Squip-ent Operators, Asphalt Rakers and Traffic Control Personnel.

In all, thirteen new lobs were created by this project.

A short training period preceded our first prci-eci: for
Wellington County, 5 kilometres of Cold In Place asphalt recycling
on Count" Road #8. Wesz of the Village of Drayton.

The equipment and personnel performed very well considering
this was our first project. Some modifications were m.ade to the
equipment and the end result of our first project was very good.
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Technical Aspects

The technical expertise and
;rcvided by T . J. Pounder (Ontario)

laboratory facilities were
itd., an associate Company of

MSO Construction. They manufactured and supplied the Emulsified
Asphalt (the recycling agent used in the process). Their years of
experience with these products ensured us of a cold recycled
product that met or exceeded desian soecif ications

.

The Cold In Place asphalt recycling process produces a hiah
quality binder course asphalt at considerable savings to Road
Authorities, m scm:e cases, savings of thirty percent or mors have
been achieved over conventional hot mix asphalt overlay systèmes.
The reasons for the substantial savings are: the requirement for
new raw materials is reduced, cold m place recycling eliminates
disposal costs and transportation costs are reduced. Except for the
additive, all other m.aterials are in the existing roadway.

Successes and Failures

All nineteen prefects com.pleted during 1991 and 1992 were very
successful. There were som^e localized failures of rutting and
potholes which did occur due to inclem.ent weather conditions durincf
the time of construction. These were repaired at m.inimal ccsts
before final surfacing of the projects. The process does have scm.e
1 im.itations 'which confines the process to the summ^er m.cnths and dry
weather conditions.
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RESULTS

Approxin^.stely 93.000 nietric tonnes of asphalt road materials
were recycled and reused as asphalt binder course (see Table i ! .

This resulted in a reduction of 83,350 tonnes ci new aggregates
(sand and gravel) and 4,650 metric tonnes of asphalt cemen.t .

(30,500 r-arrels of oil'), as compared to road construction bv
conventional methods. a substantial savings of non-renewable
resources. The capacity of the KSO Cold In Place system iz
approxim;ately 150 km of road or 132,000 tonnes per year.

Table i:

Prciects Completed

Location Length
Metric Tonnes
Recycled Produc

1991

Wellington County, Hd . #8
Sim.coe County, Rd. #41
Delaware Township. Shadow Rd.
Zruce County, Rd. #31
Grey County. Rd. #13
Town of Thornburv. Hwv #26

1992

5.0 km
3.9 km
3 . 9 km.

5.0 km.

3.5 km
O.S km

22.1 km

194
172
337
242
484
985

27 . 414

Recion of York. Nashville Rd

.

Sim.coe County, Rd . #27/Rd. #41
Oxford County, Rd. #12
Wellington County. Rd . #4
Region of York, aurora Rd.
Region of Niagara. Rd. #12
MTO, Hwy #3
Lam^bton Counry, Rd. #3 3

-Recycled Rubber Tire Crumb
Town of Meaford. Hwy #2 6

District of Muskcka , Rd . #3
Grey County. Rd. #19
Grey County. Rd. =13

-Recycled Rubber Tire Crumib

3
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The results to-date for the project are favourable, althcucrh
our budgeted volumes fell below our original forecas. by
approximately 50 percent. The capital equipment grant provided by
'he Ministry of Environment Industrial Waste Diversion Program has
helped us to offset our losses incurred by this shortfall.

In conclusion, the future looks promising for Cold In Place
asphalt recycling due in part, to the effectiveness of the Cold In
Place asphalt recycling process. With this in mind, we anticipate
reaching cur targets of the initial five year plan-

End Final ReiDort.








